Somogyi Huszárok Hagyományőrző Egyesülete
7400. Kaposvár Pipacs u. 48. Tel: 06-70/ 335-7646
E-mail:bosnyaklorinczy@t-online.hu
Dear Historical Reenactors and Friends!
Please, let me to invite you and your regiment for an event. This event will be one of the
greatest event in our traditional association’s 20 year. The event’s time and programme is
inclosed to our invitation letter.
Most Important Informations:
1. The Event’s Place: Hungary, Universitiy of Kaposvar and the Pannon Equestrian Academy.
Adress: 7400 Kaposvár, Guba Sándor street 40.
Phone number: +3682/505-800, +3682/505-900 | Fax: +3682/505-896
2. Accomodation informations:
• Food and dishes: free and fullboard (breakfast, lunch, dinner)
• Accomodation options:
- University of Kaposvar, Collage rooms (1 room with 2 bed (a
dormitory) with bathroom); the building is new bulit, provides modern
accomodation
Price: 13 Euro ~ 3900 HUF/Person/Night
- „Hotel Kapos” 7400 Kaposvár, Kossuth Square
E-mail: info@kaposhotel.hu
- Szarkavar Castle Hotel –(Recommended for italian units)
Hungary. 7522 Kaposújlak, Szarkavár 1.
- Tent (furnished with bed) free of charge.
Hungary. Pannon Equestrian Academy
Note: the accomodation is payable on the site!
•

Horses are required to have veterinary conditions! They are inclosed to the letter.

3. Others:
Please, send back a registration paper back to 1st March 2019 on e-mail, filled. It would
be good if you take your flag with you. This is needed at the opening ceremony and at the
parade.
The main patrons of the event: the Hungarian Minister of Defense and Kapsvar city’s mayor
I would like to ask one thing: At our event, it would be a parade on 23rd August from 16.0018.00 pm. in Kaposvár’s streets and main square. We would like to ask you to join this parade
with full uniform (infantary, cavalarry, and artillary too). The parade starts from University of
Kaposvar at 16.00 pm. The cavalarry will ride 5 km. The infantary and the artillary will be
delivered to a meeting point after then marching together with the cavalarry. The coming back
to the University of Kaposvar would be a same.
We hope so much that it would be an unforgattable event for you and the citizens too.

Contacts: (Phone: +36-70/335-7646; +36-30/248- 4397)
E-mail: bosnyaklorinczy@t-online.hu ; bosnyak.davidjanos@gmail.com
Thank you!
Kaposvár, 2018. 12.27.

Bosnyák János trad. hussar colonel
president of Somogyi Hussars Trad. Association

European Military and Traditional Event- 2019 Kaposvar
2019.aug.23-25
Programme:
2019. 08. 22. (Thursday)
12.00- 18.00 The Event’s General Staff (the organizers) arrive to the event's place
19.00- tól 19.00 General Staff meeting, detailed consultation on the
implementation of the program
2019. 08. 23. (Friday)
09.00- 14.00 Registration and placement of invited teams
15.30- 16.00 General briefing, readiness for the city parade
16.30- 18.00 Marsch in downtown Kaposvár. Mayor of Kaposvar welcomes the
involved units
19.00- 20.30 Dinner
20.30- tól Free time (optional programme: use Kaposvar’s bath and swimming
pool)
2019. 08. 24. (Saturday)
8.00- 8.30 Commander’s meeting
9.00- 9.45 Armed Forces Meeting (cavalary, infantary and artillary separatly and
leaded by a member of General Staff)
10.00- 12.30 Field walking and rehearsal; installing pyrotechnics (the test can also be
viewed by non-tradition people)
12.30- 14.00 Lunch
14.00- 14.30 Getting ready with preparation
14.30- 14.45 Units taking their place for the opening ceremony; Opening Ceremony
(Reporting, Inspection of the Trad. Units, Speeches)
14.45- 15.15 Units marsch to their starting place (as told at morning); Military Music
Band of Kaposvar and the Hungarian Guard Regiment’s show
15.15- 15.30 The Somogy Dance Group’s show and the saber and recuit show of the
Somogyi Huszar Trad. Association
15.30- 16.00 Horse shows
16.15- 16.55 Armed Forces’s Show (artillary, infantary and cavalary); then traditional
units take their position for the battlescences
16.55- 17.00 Poem (Petőfi Sándor: Battlecry)
17.00- 17.45 BATTLESCENCES
17.45- 18.00 Traditional Units take their position for the close of the event
18.00 Closing ceremony
18.30- tól Dinner; Traditional Units could start preparation to going home
2019. 08. 25. (Sunday)
08.00 - tól Breakfast; Traditional Units going home

Kelt: Kaposvár, 2018. 11. 08.

Regisztráció/ Registration
Kérdéseikkel forduljanak Bosnyák Jánoshoz:
bosnyaklorinczy@t-online.hu
Please, follow with your questions to János Bosnyák:
bosnyaklorinczy@t-online.hu
telefonszám/phone: + 36 70/ 335-7646
Regisztrációs szám/ Number of Registration:
Egyesület neve/ Name of Association:
Felelős parancsnok/ Commander:
A részvételhez a következő adatokat kell kitölteni a kijelölt tisztnek/ To participate, please fill out the following
information to the officer in charge:
Érkező személyek száma/ Number of
arrivel persons:
Érkező tisztek száma/ Number of officers:

megérkezett/arrived:
megérkezett/arrived:

Érkező legénység száma/ Number of
soldiers:
Érkező zászlósok, dobosok, kürtösök száma/
Numbr of flags, drummers, horns:
ÉrkeÉrkező gyermekek, markotányosok
szásszáma/ Number of children, merchants:
Érkező ágyúk száma/ Number of canons:

megérkezett/arrived:

Érkező lőfegyverek száma/ Number of guns:

megérkezett/arrived:

Érkező lovak száma/ Number of horses:

megérkezett/arrived:

megérkezett/arrived:
megérkezett/arrived:
megérkezett/arrived:

Felhasználandó lőszer mennyisége ágyúhoz és puskákhoz/The amount of guns and ammunition used in rifles:
Kollégiumi elhelyezés esetén 3500/Fő/Éj , napi 3 x étkezés téritésmentes.

2019. …………….hó ……….nap.

Dátum/Date

............................................

Aláírás/Signature

A dátum, az aláírás és a megérkezett rovatot, kérem hagyják szabadon, ez majd a helyszíni regisztrációnál kerül kitöltésre/
The date of the signature and the box “arrived” , please leave free, it will be completed on-site registration

The Somogyi Huszárok Traditional Association

The Somogyi Huszárok Traditional Association (short name: Somogyi Huszárok) was founded in 17th
December, 1999. The founders were or still the member of the Hungarian Army.
The hussars „war goal” to continue the hungarian cavalary’s, especially the 3rd Hussar Regiment’s
tradition from the Napoleonic wars to the Austria- Hungary Monarchy’s age, teaching the younger
generations to the history and hold and proctect the hungarian and hussar identity.
After 20 years, the Somogyi Huszárok well knowned and respected members of the european
reenactment movement. They participated events and have friend and partneship in the next
countries: Austria, Bohemia, Bavaria, Bosnia- Hercegovina, Croatia, Italy, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Transylvania, Thuringia.
Some greater events where the Somogyi Huszárok participated in the last years:
Abroad: International Traditional Event at Bad Sulza (2013), The Völkerschlacht (200th anniversery of
the Battle of Leipzig2013), The Theresian Days (every year since 2013, Bjelovar Croatia), Hussar
Academy at Bálványos (Transylvania, every year since 2013) Anniversery of the 1st World War began
at Artstetten Castle (Austria, 2014), International Hussar Meeting at Würzburg (2015), BIWAK Weimar
(2016), The 300th Anniversery of the birth of Maria Theresia and the 265th anniversery of the
foundation of the Theresianum Military Academy (Weiner Neustadt, Austria 2017), the re- foundation
of the Hussar’s stable (Varazdin, Croatia 2017), Participate of the EUWHG’s General Rapport (Enns,
Austria, 2018), Refoundation of the Hussar’s Obelisk at Osiek (Croatia, 2018)
Hungary: all public holiday at Kaposvar and Somogy county (every year), members of the Spring
Campaign (2012 and 2013), The Hungarian Army’s day (every year), Remembering the Heroes at
Limanova (every year since 2012), the Hunagrian National Gallop Race (every year since 2013) and they
participated on the 25th Anniversery of the foundation of the Hungarian Hussar and Military
Traditional Association at Budapest Heroes Square in 2017.
The Somogyi Huszárok were the organizers of the Battle of Barcs (every year since 2015) and 3
International Hussar and Traditional Meeting.
The Somogyi Huszárok participate in the education of the young generations: every year the Somogyi
Huszárok going to every kindergarden and elementary school at Kaposvar at the most important
hungarian public holiday (15th March) to show the hussars for the children and talk about this part of
history.
Also the participate on Conferences which about from the Hussars and the hungarian history. They
write articles for the citizens when they are do something which make them pride.
The Somogyi Huszárok is a unique traditional association: they are one of the few association which
had more than 1000 event after the foundation. They are one of the hungarian military traditional
groups whom the Hungarian Army's ornamental unit likes to cooperate at the event.
They are also well known with their saber moves which following the hungarian hussar’s fence
technique.
The Somogyi Huszárok has some special award under these 20 years:
Award For the Citizens of Somogy County 2001
Our heritage, Treasure of Somogy Country 2014
Cooking Competition Winning 2 times (Kaposvár 2015 and Kapospula 2016)
Traditional Shooting competition 3rd place in team (Langenroda, Germany 2013)
The Somogyi Huszárok owns their original military flag’s copy which was given by archduke Georg
Habsburg in 2001
Tied a ribbon to our flag: Nagyatád town, Barcs town, Bad Sulza (town), the Habsburg family, Kaposvár
city, Igal town, Somogy County and Gyenesei Leia retired member of the hungarian olympic delegation

